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Section Description Unit of 

Measure

Estimated 

Quantity

Unit Cost Extended Cost

4.1.1,1 Contract Item #1: Unlimited Concurrent user license for e-discovery SaaS LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.1, 4.1.9

Contract Item #2:  One (1) Gigabyte Data e-Discovery SaaS usage 

Monthly Charge(data must rounded to the nearest whole gigabyte for 

billing/ auditing purposes see section 4.1.9) 

EA 100.00 10.00 1,000.00$               

4.1.7

Contract Item #3: Live individualized Agency virtual training session for 

up to 25 users per session (See specifications section 4.1.7 for further 

details)

EA 1.00 250.00 250.00$                  

4.1.7.4
Contract Item #4:  e-Discovery SaaS access to an online knowledge base 

or help center.
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.7.5 Contract Item #5: Initial Setup and configuration of eDiscovery SaaS LS 1.00 2995.00 2,995.00$               

4.1.7.8 Contract Item #6: e-Discovery SaaS Project Management HR 100.00 175.00 17,500.00$             

4.1.7.9 Contract Item #7: e-Discovery SaaS Technical Support HR 100.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.7.6 Contract Item #8: Maintenance and Support Year 1 LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.1,1
Optional Renewal Year 2: Contract Item #1: Unlimited Concurrent user 

license for e-discovery SaaS
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.1, 4.1.9

Optional Renewal Year 2: Contract Item #2:  One (1) Gigabyte Data e-

Discovery SaaS usage Monthly Charge(data must rounded to the nearest 

whole gigabyte for billing/ auditing purposes see section 4.1.9) 

EA 100.00 10.00 1,000.00$               

EXHIBIT A – Pricing Page

eDiscovery SaaS - OT20103



4.1.7

Optional Renewal Year 2:Contract Item #3: Live individualized Agency 

virtual training session for up to 25 users per session (See specifications 

section 4.1.7 for further details)

EA 1.00 250.00 250.00$                  

4.1.7.4
Optional Renewal Year 2: #4:  e-Discovery SaaS access to an online 

knowledge base or help center.
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.7.5
Optional Renewal Year 2: Contract Item #5: Initial Setup and 

configuration of eDiscovery SaaS
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.7.8
Optional Renewal Year 2: Contract Item #6: e-Discovery SaaS Project 

Management 
HR 100.00 175.00 17,500.00$             

4.1.7.9
Optional Renewal Year 2: Contract Item #7: e-Discovery SaaS 

Technical Support
HR 100.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.7.6
Optional Renewal Year 2: Contract Item #8: Maintenance and Support 

Year 1
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.1,1
Optional Renewal Year 3: Contract Item #1: Unlimited Concurrent user 

license for e-discovery SaaS
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.1, 4.1.9

Optional Renewal Year 3: Contract Item #2:  One (1) Gigabyte Data e-

Discovery SaaS usage Monthly Charge(data must rounded to the nearest 

whole gigabyte for billing/ auditing purposes see section 4.1.9) 

EA 100.00 10.00 1,000.00$               

4.1.7

Optional Renewal Year 3:Contract Item #3: Live individualized Agency 

virtual training session for up to 25 users per session (See specifications 

section 4.1.7 for further details)

EA 1.00 250.00 250.00$                  

4.1.7.4
Optional Renewal Year 3: #4:  e-Discovery SaaS access to an online 

knowledge base or help center.
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.7.5
Optional Renewal Year 3: Contract Item #5: Initial Setup and 

configuration of eDiscovery SaaS
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        



4.1.7.8
Optional Renewal Year 3: Contract Item #6: e-Discovery SaaS Project 

Management 
HR 100.00 175.00 17,500.00$             

4.1.7.9
Optional Renewal Year 3: Contract Item #7: e-Discovery SaaS 

Technical Support
HR 100.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.7.6
Optional Renewal Year 3: Contract Item #8: Maintenance and Support 

Year 1
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.1,1
Optional Renewal Year 4: Contract Item #1: Unlimited Concurrent user 

license for e-discovery SaaS
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.1, 4.1.9

Optional Renewal Year 4: Contract Item #2:  One (1) Gigabyte Data e-

Discovery SaaS usage Monthly Charge(data must rounded to the nearest 

whole gigabyte for billing/ auditing purposes see section 4.1.9) 

EA 100.00 10.00 1,000.00$               

4.1.7

Optional Renewal Year 4:Contract Item #3: Live individualized Agency 

virtual training session for up to 25 users per session (See specifications 

section 4.1.7 for further details)

EA 1.00 250.00 250.00$                  

4.1.7.4
Optional Renewal Year 4: #4:  e-Discovery SaaS access to an online 

knowledge base or help center.
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.7.5
Optional Renewal Year 3: Contract Item #5: Initial Setup and 

configuration of eDiscovery SaaS
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.7.8
Optional Renewal Year 4: Contract Item #6: e-Discovery SaaS Project 

Management 
HR 100.00 175.00 17,500.00$             

4.1.7.9
Optional Renewal Year 4: Contract Item #7: e-Discovery SaaS 

Technical Support
HR 100.00 0.00 -$                        

4.1.7.6
Optional Renewal Year 4: Contract Item #8: Maintenance and Support 

Year 1
LS 1.00 0.00 -$                        

Total Cost 77,995.00$                                       

Contract will be evaluated on all lines but only awarded on first year. Renewal options for years 2, 3, and 4 



Date:Vendor Signature:













DISCO RFQ Response
for The State of West Virginia Office 
of Technology
RFQ Response Date: May 15, 2020

DISCO executive profile
DISCO is an end-to-end ediscovery solution that provides next-generation technology and best-
in-class services with a turnkey, managed infrastructure delivery model that does not require any 
investment in software or services. Our customers include more than 400 law firms, corporations, 
and government entities, including over 75 of the Am Law 200 and many prominent litigation 
boutiques.

Platform differentiators
DISCO leads the industry in performance, value, and user experience.

1. Performance: DISCO has the fastest performance in the industry, with 1/10-second search and 
⅓-second document viewing, even in databases with more than 100 million documents. Even for 
a 24 TB case with more than 150 concurrent active reviewers, DISCO delivered no degradation in 
performance.

“We were amazed at the speed. No matter how much data we tried to upload, we couldn’t seem 

to slow it down. I don’t think I saw more than five seconds of loading time, working with it for eight 

hours.”

— Sara Ann Brown, Attorney

Confidential
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2. Value: DISCO charges a flat fee based on the size of your data for all database tasks — processing, 
loading, imaging, OCR, analytics, users, printing, production, and predictive technology — eliminat-
ing a la carte charges that balloon the costs of traditional ediscovery solutions. And DISCO never 
charges for data expansion. Our pricing is based on the pre-processed size of the data your send 
us, which eliminates surprises and allows for better budget planning.

3. User Experience: DISCO offers a clean, seamless, and intuitive user experience throughout our plat-
form – whether you are ingesting data, reviewing documents, or using advanced analytics. DISCO 
users develop a better understanding of their documents with less time in the review platform.

“DISCO allows our legal teams to utilize an enterprise ediscovery platform while providing efficient 

— and predictable — pricing for our department’s budget.”

— James Sheppard, Litigation Attorney

“DISCO is our preferred processing and review platform due to predictable pricing, advanced 

features, stability, ease of use and responsiveness.”

— Jim Rosenthal, Director of Litigation Support
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Product highlights

Data & user management
DISCO offers a full suite of data management capabilities, giving users complete control over their 
data.

 ■ Data ingest: Upload native and load file data at speeds of up to 4 TB/day for review in DISCO. All 
data is automatically processed, including deduplication, de-NISTing, imaging, OCR, analytics, and 
predictive coding.

 ■ Productions: Create productions based on your desired specifications directly within the core 
DISCO application. Productions are rapidly processed and made available for download.

 ■ User management: Add and remove your users with role-based custom permissions.

Early case assessment & analytics
DISCO provides advanced visualizations and analytics to help you quickly make sense of large 
document populations.

 ■ Search visualization: DISCO provides an intuitive graphic representation of your document popu-
lation – from email timelines to breakdowns of custodian and document types – so you easily gain 
a high-level understanding of your data.
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 ■ Duplicate analysis: DISCO identifies duplicates and near duplicates, so you can limit the number 
of documents you need to review.

 ■ Email threading: DISCO uses advanced analytics to automatically recreate email threads, regard-
less of whether sufficient metadata is provided. DISCO also identifies the most inclusive emails 
(even from image files) to streamline your review.

 ■ Similar documents: DISCO allows you to quickly identify documents similar to the document you’re 
viewing and adjust similarity threshold (%). You can mass tag or folder similar documents, saving 
valuable review time.

DISCO AI
DISCO AI’s continuous learning ensures you quickly find the documents you are looking for.

 ■ Tag predictions: Based on your past tagging decisions, DISCO recommends additional documents 
that are likely to have certain tags. DISCO also identifies documents that may have been tagged 
by mistake.

 ■ No interruptions: DISCO AI runs in the background as you work, so no changes to your workflow 
are required.
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Workflow & review metrics
DISCO empowers case teams to organize and track large-scale reviews.

 ■ Automated workflows: DISCO allows users to create review stages with customizable tagging 
and panel rules. The case team can see what each reviewer is working on, control access within 
a stage at the group level, and see progress at the group or batch level.

 ■ Review metrics: DISCO provides complete transparency in each review, with dashboards displaying 
metrics on overall review progress and on individual reviewers.
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DISCO services
DISCO offers a suite of professional services for every kind of case. From full managed services 
to ad-hoc assistance, our professional services teams can provide whatever level of support you 
need.

 ■ Professional services: DISCO offers project management, data operations services, forensic 
preservation and collection, implementation, and ediscovery consulting services.

 ■ Managed review: DISCO offers efficient, high-quality managed reviews. Our powerful software, 
advanced AI technology, and expertise with the DISCO platform speed up review times, enhance 
accuracy, and control project costs. DISCO reviewers average 88 docs/hr — 60% faster than the 
industry average of 55 docs/hr.

 ■ Managed services: DISCO can provide full support across all of your matters under a single 
agreement.

 ■ Second Requests/Antitrust: DISCO’s managed review team offers proven and defensible 
processes that leverage DISCO AI to solve antitrust needs.

 ■ DSAR/GDPR/CCPA: DISCO power users leverage DISCO’s search capabilities to identify relevant 
personal data and additional needed context.

 ■ PII/Data breach: DISCO automatically detects personally identifiable information (PII) in documents, 
allowing for efficient reviews to address data breaches.

 ■ Internal investigations: Our review teams use DISCO AI to quickly identify the most salient docu-
ments, allowing for faster resolutions to internal investigations.
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State of West Virginia Office of Technology Requirements

4.1.1 General Requirements– e-Discovery System

4.1.1.1 The Vendor must provide an 
e-Discovery System that is cloud-based 
(Software as a Service Model).

DISCO is a Software as a Service Model cloud platform that runs on Amazon Web 
Services (AWS). Uptime for 2019 was 99.9899%.

4.1.1.2 The system must contain the 
following capabilities within a single 
platform that does not require integration 
with other software: self- service data 
loading, self-service data processing, 
client administration, self-service, 
productions, review, and analytics 
capabilities.

DISCO is an end-to-end e-Discovery solution that provides next-generation 
technology and best-in-class services with a turnkey, managed infrastructure 
delivery model that does not require any investment in software or services. 
DISCO runs on Amazon Web Services (AWS). Our native cloud architecture means 
that we provide our clients with 1/10-second search and ⅓-second document 
viewing and 99.5% or better uptime and availability.

DISCO offers a clean, seamless, and intuitive user experience throughout our 
platform – whether you are ingesting data, reviewing documents, or using 
advanced analytics. DISCO users develop a better understanding of their 
documents with less time in the review platform. DISCO is designed to be entirely 
self-service – it gives you the freedom to manage all aspects of your matter 
yourself. This includes However, our Professional Service is always available if 
you need us to handle these instead.

Unlike legacy platforms that require you to move data from system to system, 
DISCO streamlines processing and ingestion into one seamless platform. 
Additionally, our data analytics and efficient workflows, provide cost reduction 
methods.

Examples of DISCO analytics include:

Search Visualization - graphical interface users can leverage to visually assess, 
interact, and filter on a variety of key objectives, including file attributes and work 
product. It is the perfect feature to evaluate sizable initial data sets to identify 
patterns and trends.

Email threading and inclusive detection - allows users to review email 
conversations logically and focus on emails with unique content.

DISCO AI - a proprietary tool within the platform, takes the idea of machine learning 
to a new level. Instead of complicated workflows, DISCO AI creates virtual listening 
posts in the review environment. These listening posts monitor coding decisions 
and learn from them to suggest relevant content that is conceptually similar (as 
determined by complex algorithms and deep learning techniques). The system 
engages a process of Continuous Asynchronous Learning that allows learning to 
occur in near real-time.

DISCO is focused on creating the best legal technology solutions in the world. 
We plan to continue challenging and innovating the e-discovery space while 
developing functionality to improve legal outcomes.
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4.1.1.3 The Vendor must provide an 
e-Discovery System with an unlimited user 
seats for a minimum of 12 months from 
date of award.

DISCO will provide unlimited user seats for a minimum of 12 months from date of 
award.

4.1.1.4 The system must allow client 
administrators to have the ability to set- 
up new users or workspaces and assign 
roles and permissions to new users.

Using Organization Manager, The State of West Virginia can create your own 
matters and review databases associated with those matters. Additionally, 
organization managers can see all matters, review databases, and users (along 
with their assigned roles for each database) within the organization.

Once a review database is created, the State West Virginia can add users, create 
and assign roles and permissions, set-up tags, folders, and fields. Finally, the State 
of West Virginia can control access to both document sets and work product.

4.1.1.5 The system must allow a user to 
have multiple roles and toggle between 
roles. For example, a client administrator 
can toggle between user roles to validate 
user permissions and provide user 
support.

A user can toggle between roles in DISCO.

4.1.1.6 The system must not require 
additional licenses and/or software from 
third parties.

DISCO does not require additional licenses and/or software from third parties.

4.1.1.7 The system must allow the 
customer/client administrators the ability 
to remove/delete documents and create 
archives from the platform.

DISCO allows the customer/client administrators the ability to remove/delete 
documents and create archives from the platform. Some users have culling rights 
which allows users to delete documents from the search results list as a mass-
action. Users can also delete entire ingests at a time by going to the ingest page.

4.1.1.8 The system must be accessible 
to an unlimited number of users and 
allow access to at least 50 concurrent 
cases each having at least one million 
documents without degradation to speed.

DISCO is a SaaS platform hosted on a massively scalable architecture which 
scales instantly to handle any spike in processing and storage needs. Unlike 
competing platforms, feature functionality does not degrade based on the size of 
the site or amount of reviewers.

The scenario described - 50 concurrent cases each containing at least one 
million documents - would not affect DISCO performance.

4.1.1.9 The system must be a configurable 
platform that allows the administrators 
to configure applications like request 
tracking and FOIA requests.

DISCO tracks case workflows, process and progress through the DISCO Workflow 
module.
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4.1.1.10 The system must be built on 
scalable architecture with a storage 
capacity of at least two petabytes of data.

DISCO uses a private cloud on Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud infrastructure 
for on-demand storage and compute resources. AWS allows DISCO to provide a 
dynamically scalable solution that automatically adjusts computing power and 
storage in real-time based on your needs in a secure and low-risk manner. This 
removes the need to pay and wait to get larger servers, install operating systems, 
and update software for large matters with terabytes of data, hundreds of 
reviewers, and large gigabyte productions. DISCO maintains performance at any 
scale. DISCO can store at least two petabytes of data.

4.1.1.11 The Vendor must provide an e-Discovery System that features the following:

4.1.1.11.1 A system that has two-factor 
authentication access.

Two-factor authentication can be established for any and all users on a particular 
matter.

4.1.1.11.2 A system that allows the Agency 
to have 100% data input automation.

DISCO allows the State of West Virginia users to have 100% data input automation.

4.1.1.11.3 A system that provides 256-bit 
encryption to the data when at rest and in 
transit.

All data is encrypted at rest and in transit. DISCO customers send data to us via 
secure FTP, HTTPS or on an encrypted hard drive. All ingested data is protected 
using SHA-256 key exchange, AES-256 encryption, and TLS, SSH, and SCP for 
transfers. Thus, customer data is protected both in transit and on disk at our 
US-based AWS DISCO data centers.

4.1.1.11.4 A system that scans files for 
viruses.

Data is scanned for viruses as part of the ingestion process.

4.1.1.11.5 A system that allows for load file 
import and export.

DISCO provides all clients with a full data management suite. The suite provides 
users with the ability to ingest large amounts of native files, ingest produced data 
using load files, and updated records via Overlays. With Load File Ingestion, the 
client can control how metadata fields are mapped, create new custom fields on 
the fly, and DISCO will run validations on the load file prior to ingestion to ensure 
data will load correctly.

For clients who either do not want to load their own data or who need help, DISCO 
has a full-service Customer Success department available to assist.

4.1.2 Data Loading & Processing- e-Discovery System

4.1.2.1 The system must allow the Agency 
to have 100% data input automation.

DISCO allows the State of West Virginia to have 100% data input automation.

4.1.2.2 The system must allow the user to 
load raw data such as PSTs, zip files, and 
other ESI for processing.

As part of our processing activities, DISCO will extract the full contents within 
containers files, including mail archives, (i.e. ZIP, RAR, PST, MSG, DBX, EML, NSF, etc.) 
directly, without intermediate processing. The container is treated as a folder; 
meaning that no family relationships or attachment connections are maintained 
during the review process at the container level. DISCO can handle multiple level 
containers such as a ZIP within a ZIP. A full file path is always maintained as part of 
the extracted metadata to allow for users to identify other items contained within 
the same original file.
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4.1.2.3 The system must allow the client 
administrator to move data between 
data stores and conduct early case 
assessment, including running search 
terms, and listing and counting file types 
reports, prior to making the data available 
to reviewers.

Early Case Assessment (ECA) and culling are designed to occur within the 
DISCO platform. This provides users direct access to explore data with all the 
functionality of DISCO review. Competitors utilize a separate platform for ECA, 
charge for promotion from ECA to Review (DISCO does not) and these inferior 
workflows add risks are easily avoided by DISCO’s approach. Once out of scope 
data has been identified, that content may be removed from the database or 
suppressed (Using DISCO Vault). Users have the full capabilities of DISCO review 
for this ECA workflow and can leverage keyword terms, date restrictions, filters, 
visualizations, file type culling, and other capabilities. DISCO’s competitors, by 
comparison, are limited to keywords and select metadata.

The following search features are commonly used during ECA in DISCO:

Search Visualization - Users can leverage Search Visualization to visually assess, 
interact and filter on a variety of key objectives (i.e. system and file attributes) and 
subjective (i.e. work product) metadata fields or document tags. It is the perfect 
feature to evaluate large initial data sets, whether your own data or an inbound 
production, to identify patterns and trends (or lack thereof, which often provides 
greater value).

Search Filters - Users can leverage Search Filters which are powerful, dynamic 
filters for key objective (i.e. system and file attributes) and subjective (i.e. work 
product) metadata fields or document tags. As search parameters or filters are 
applied to the corpus, the values and counts for Search Filters are dynamically 
updated. Users can stack multiple levels of Search Filters.

Search Builder - The interactive Search Builder helps you create complex search 
queries without an in-depth understanding of DISCO’s search syntax. Builder 
allows users to select from both objective (i.e. system and file attributes) and 
subjective (i.e. work product) metadata fields. With each field selection, DISCO 
provides field descriptions and syntax suggestions. Furthermore, all searches 
are run in the background and a preview of your search results provided prior to 
running the search.

Search Term Reporting - Using the Search Term Reporting feature, DISCO users 
can easily add or import lists of terms and applying across the document corpus 
or on a subset of the corpus. For each term entered, DISCO calculates the 
unique document hits as well as unique family hits. With a single click, users can 
download a report containing the hit count calculations in PDF or Excel format 
which can be easily shared with users outside the application. At any time, users 
can use result hyperlinks to search for all or select terms.

4.1.2.4 The system must allow the 
customer to create, save, and upload 
templates for data processing.

DISCO allows the customer to create, save, and upload templates for data 
processing.

4.1.2.5 The system must have pre-built 
utilities to support processing for various 
files including imaging, loading, and text 
files.

As documents are loaded into DISCO, the documents are imaged, text is extracted 
and non-text bearing documents are automatically OCR’d. In the case of images of 
email, if no metadata is provided via a load file, the system will automatically OCR 
the documents and extract basic bibliographic information, which is then loaded 
into the appropriate field in the database.
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4.1.2.6 The system must support 
uploading up to 10 GB of data directly from 
web-browser via “drag and drop”.

For 10 GB of data, DISCO offers a simple to use drag and drop interface. For 
larger data sets, DISCO offers our proprietary High-Speed Uploader. DISCO’s 
High-Speed Uploader allows us to transfer data at up to 3TB per day without 
required preparatory zip or archive file actions. Data is packetized, encrypted and 
transmitted using a desktop agent. In the event of dropped connections, etc., the 
High Speed Uploader will reconnect and resume transmission automatically.

4.1.2.7 The system must allow loading and 
processing of a data set that has at least 
1 terabyte of documents, data, or ESI, into 
the review tool.

DISCO is a SaaS platform hosted on a massively scalable architecture which 
scales instantly to handle any spike in processing and storage needs. Unlike 
competing platforms, feature functionality does not degrade based on the size of 
the site or the amount of reviewers. DISCO has hosted 24 TB with more than 150 
concurrent active reviewers with no degradation in performance.

4.1.2.8 The system must support data 
reduction and culling (De-NIST; custodial 
and global Deduplication; filtering by 
Custodian, file type, date; keyword 
searching) during processing.

During ingestion DISCO removes system files, globally deduplicates, identifies 
near-duplicates, threads email conversations and identifies inclusive emails. 
All Early Case Assessment (ECA) and additional culling are designed to occur 
within the DISCO review platform. This provides clients direct access to explore 
data with all the functionality of the DISCO review platform. Once junk data has 
been identified, that content may be removed or suppressed. Users have the full 
capabilities of DISCO review for this ECA workflow and can leverage search term 
reports, date restrictions, metadata filters, visualizations, file type culling, and 
other capabilities.
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4.1.2.9The system must include built-in ESI 
processing capabilities (extraction of text 
and metadata, imaging, numbering, OCR, 
load file creation).

As part of our processing activities, DISCO will extract the full contents within 
containers files, including mail archives, (i.e. ZIP, RAR, PST, MSG, DBX, EML, NSF, etc.) 
directly, without intermediate processing. The container is treated as a folder; 
meaning that no family relationships or attachment connections are maintained 
during the review process at the container level. DISCO can handle multiple level 
containers such as a ZIP within a ZIP. A full file path is always maintained as part of 
the extracted metadata to allow for users to identify other items contained within 
the same original file.

DISCO can process data from a wide variety of sources, including Windows and 
Mac operating systems. At ingestion, we perform De-NIST and deduplication. 
Reviewers see a single copy of all deduplicated documents or email families, 
along with information about other custodians in possession of the record. We 
allow the option of “reduplication” at production via a simple user selection if it’s 
desirable to provide multiple copies of deduplicated files. We also create PDF 
images for all files, OCR all files to ensure searchability, identify email threads, near 
duplicates and “inclusive email messages”.

 In addition to the standard metadata field list, we also extract the following 
additional fields for purposes of search and/or production: Title, Attachment 
Count, Hidden Type (for Microsoft Office files), MessageID, ThreadID, Attachment, 
Date Received, File Extension, Document Type, File Length (character count), 
Family Date, File Name, Hash, Page Count, and Time Zone. DISCO’s standard 
metadata field list can be found at this link: https://support.csdisco.com/hc/en-us/
articles/204736704-Metadata-What-Metadata-Does-DISCO-Extract-.

All fields listed in the link are derived from file system metadata except for email 
header information and PDF last modified dates. Those are identified using 
application metadata.

In addition, our data model is expandable and flexible so we are happy to work 
with the State of West Virginia to capture and manage additional metadata fields 
that would provide value in your workflow.

Foreign Language documents are supported, including double byte languages. 
Text may be searched using the native language, as well.

4.1.2.10 The system must keep e-mails and 
families together and locate orphaned 
documents during processing.

Within DISCO Review, users will have access to related documents, which includes 
identification of families, orphans, conversations and inclusive emails, and near 
duplicates. This information can be used for searching and can be easily viewed 
within the related documents browser.

4.1.2.11 The system must support extraction 
and processing of files within container 
files such as zip and rar, and support the 
processing of files in nested containers or 
folders.

As part of our processing activities, DISCO will extract the full contents within 
containers files, including mail archives, (i.e. ZIP, RAR, PST, MSG, DBX, EML, NSF, etc.) 
directly, without intermediate processing. The container is treated as a folder; 
meaning that no family relationships or attachment connections are maintained 
during the review process at the container level. DISCO can handle multiple level 
containers such as a ZIP within a ZIP. A full file path is always maintained as part of 
the extracted metadata to allow for users to identify other items contained within 
the same original file.
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4.1.2.12 The system must have the ability 
to ingest, process, and view multiple file 
types.

At this time, there are no known file types that DISCO cannot ingest.

If an ingested file cannot be processed, DISCO will create a record of that file but it 
won’t be able to extract text, generate images, and extract any metadata. The file 
will still be downloadable in its native format.

4.1.2.13 The system must allow for load file 
import and export.

DISCO provides all clients with a full data management suite. The suite provides 
users with the ability to ingest large amounts of native files, ingest produced data 
using load files, and updated records via Overlays. With Load File Ingestion, the 
client can control how metadata fields are mapped, create new custom fields on 
the fly, and DISCO will run validations on the load file prior to ingestion to ensure 
data will load correctly. For clients who either do not want to load their own 
data or who need help, DISCO has a full-service Customer Success department 
available to assist.

DISCO allows the user to produce in industry-standard load files with complete 
control over customized load file fields.

4.1.2.14 The system must allow the user the 
ability to create templates for processing, 
production, import, export.

There are available templates within a review site for processing, production, 
import and export.

4.1.2.15 The system must be able to 
securely transfer ESI to the review tool.

DISCO offers a simple to use drag and drop interface. For larger data sets, DISCO 
offers our proprietary High-Speed Uploader. DISCO’s High-Speed Uploader allows 
us to transfer data at up to 3TB/day without required preparatory zip or archive 
file actions. Data is packetized, encrypted and transmitted using a desktop agent. 
In the event of dropped connections, etc. High Speed Uploader will reconnect 
and resume transmission automatically. Traditional data transfer methods such as 
SFTP, FTP and Hard Drives are also available.

4.1.3 Review – e-Discovery System

4.1.3.1 The system must allow users to 
review and analyze ESI productions.

DISCO can ingest industry-standard production load files with accompanying 
image and text files for users to review.

4.1.3.2 The system must allow users to 
identify and remove duplicate documents 
and data.

When data is ingested from native files, DISCO will “deduplicate” by suppressing 
additional copies of individual files or duplicative email families. At processing, 
a field that tracks which custodians had the file can be used to readily filter to a 
complete record of a specific custodian’s data. During review, suppressing extra 
copies increases review efficiency, while maintaining consistency of review. At 
production, teams may produce a fully deduplicated set of documents or, at their 
choice, produce a completely “reduplicated” set of documents, in which case all 
duplicates of files or families marked for production are included in the production 
output.
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4.1.3.3 The system must allow users 
to redact and highlight portions of the 
document.

DISCO provides a robust and customizable redaction capability, including page-
level and multiple page redaction; navigation from redaction to redaction is not 
supported. There are several search syntax, however, that allow users to identify 
and navigate through redacted documents.

In addition to persistent hit highlighting for single terms, DISCO will also persistent-
hit highlight terms based on proximity criteria. As an example, if the team desires 
to highlight “law firm” but only when the words are within two words of each 
other, DISCO’s persistent hit highlighting feature will do so. It is possible to use 
“law /2 firm” and only see those terms highlighted when they meet that proximity 
criterion.

4.1.3.4 The system must allow users to 
search, tag, index, and code information 
and provide advance search features 
including but not limited to keyword, 
Boolean, stemming, wildcard, fuzzy, 
proximity and other search types.

DISCO’s review platform includes all features for an end-to-end review: full text 
search and fielded search using Boolean connectors (and, or, proximity, stem, 
wildcard) and fuzzy search; an interactive search builder with clickable search 
examples; search history; saved searches; tagging; customizable folders for 
database organization; and mass tagging and foldering.

4.1.3.5 The system must process searches, 
display documents, and allow users to 
perform document review with minimal 
loading times.

DISCO delivers the fastest performance in the industry, with 1/10-second search 
and 1/3-second document viewing, even in databases with more than 100 million 
documents and even for the largest and most complex file types.

4.1.3.6 The system must include a file 
viewer that easily and quickly opens 
files without needing to install additional 
applications. Supported files must include: 
[.docx, .xlsx, .pdf, .jpg, .jpeg, .mov, avi, .rtf, 
.txt., pub, .pptx]

All file types mentioned are supported in the DISCO viewer. In addition, DISCO 
offers a native Excel viewer that was developed in-house. DISCO tested all of the 
popular plug-ins available and in use by other review platforms and found that 
they could not perform to DISCO standards. Rather than compromise the platform 
with sub-par 3rd-party technology, DISCO engineers chose to build it themselves. 
The result is a near-native viewer for Excel that performs at the same incredible 
speed as the rest of the platform.

At this time, there are no known file types that DISCO cannot ingest. If an ingested 
file cannot be processed, DISCO will create a record of that file but it won’t be able 
to extract text, generate images, and extract any metadata. The file will still be 
downloadable in its native format.
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4.1.3.7 The system must support searching 
on tags/codes and metadata.

DISCO supports searching on tags and metadata. DISCO offers simple, guided 
search methods and tools that require little, if any, training to gain proficiency. 
These include:

Search Visualization - Users can leverage Search Visualization to visually assess, 
interact and filter on a variety of key objectives (ie. system and file attributes) and 
subjective (ie. work product) metadata fields or document tags. It is the perfect 
feature to evaluate large initial data sets, whether your own data or an inbound 
production, to identify patterns and trends (or the absence of, which often 
provides greater value).

Search Filters - Users can leverage Search Filters which are powerful, dynamic 
filters for key objective (ie. system and file attributes) and subjective (ie. work 
product) metadata fields or document tags. As search parameters or filters are 
applied to the data set, the values and counts for Search Filters are dynamically 
updated. Users can stack multiple levels of Search Filters.

Search Builder - The interactive Search Builder helps you create complex search 
queries without an in-depth understanding of DISCO’s search syntax. Builder 
allows users to select from both objective (ie. system and file attributes) and 
subjective (ie. work product) metadata fields. With each field selection, DISCO 
provides field descriptions and syntax suggestions. Furthermore, all searches 
are run in the background and a preview of your search results provided prior to 
running the search.

Search Term Reporting - DISCO users can easily add or import lists of terms and 
apply those across the document corpus or on a subset of the documents. For 
each term entered, DISCO calculates the unique document hits as well as unique 
family hits. With a single click, users can download a report containing the hit 
count calculations in PDF or Excel format which can be easily shared with users 
outside the application. At any time, users can use result hyperlinks to search for 
all or select terms.

4.1.3.8 The system must allow the user the 
option to assign and self-assign batches 
for review.

DISCO’s Review Stages allow reviewers to pull batches from a static or dynamic 
source. Admins can create workflow dependencies; for example, Second Pass 
Review should only include documents tagged as Responsive or Needs Further 
Review. With DISCO’s “just-in-time” batching, the platform will aggregate records 
that meet the Review Stage criteria and enable a new batch when reviewers 
are ready. Although these can be adjusted at any time, DISCO Admins spend 
far less time managing batches and review workflow due to the easy to control 
automation built-in. As an added benefit, each Review Stage has built-in, business 
intelligence-driven dashboards to monitor progress and forecast completion.
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4.1.3.9 The system must provide search 
engines that support both Elasticsearch 
and dtSearch indexing and searching 
options within a single matter.

DISCO utilizes Elasticsearch as our underlying database technology. This 
fundamental difference versus SQL based products is at the core of our rapid 
search results. Throughout the product, this allows differentiators. As an example, 
as users are building searches, the criteria applied is tested, which allows 
forecasting of search counts and alerts to the user to malformed search criteria. 
Additionally, this kind of forecasted results is available when simply hovering 
over Saved Searches. As data is loaded into DISCO, it is automatically indexed 
and documents are ready to search on initial presentation in the database. 
Moving forward, no re-indexes, pack and reindex, or similar and common index 
management processes are required. Because of the speed of Elasticsearch, 
DISCO does not have stop word indexes and all terms outside of reserved search 
operators are indexed and available for search. DISCO can support dtSearch 
through forensic tools in the same matter.

4.1.3.10 The system must allow the user 
to create workspaces, folders, etc., for 
customizable document organization.

Custom foldering is available to help create and maintain the structure of data 
within a database. Unlike other platforms, documents can live within multiple 
folders which adds flexibility to document organization. For added convenience, 
documents can be automatically tagged and/or foldered at ingestion time. 
Folders can be restricted based on custom permissions. Folders are also used 
regularly for managing document permissions at the user role (group) level.

4.1.3.11 The system must provide full 
administrator rights to the customer, 
including the ability to assign roles/
permissions, create review assignments 
and/ or review batches for reviewers.

Matter administrators can control access to features, work product, or document 
sets. Through the use of custom roles, administrators can restrict users access 
to features such as ingest, production, and mass actions. Furthermore, they can 
control users ability to view and/or edit work product such as fields and tags. With 
document-level permissions, administrators can create rules governing users 
abilities to view and/or edit sets of documents. Combined, these permissions 
allow administrators to parse out document sets and work product to various 
users within the same matter.

4.1.3.12 The system must allow for the 
customization of coding panels.

DISCO allows for full customization of coding panels.
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4.1.4 Advanced Analytics – eDiscovery System

4.1.4.1 The system must include the 
following content & context analysis 
capabilities: topic clustering, email 
threading, near-duplicate analysis, entities 
recognition.

Email threads are identified and are represented via a graphical representation. 
“Last In Time” or “Inclusive” messages are indicated in the graphic and users may 
navigate the thread freely with an ability to return to their “Starting Document”. We 
do not offer star mapping, but instead have an alternative method of graphically 
representing communications between parties and individuals. Note that in 
addition to performing threading on native files and images, DISCO also has an 
ability to thread incoming production that has endorsements for confidentiality 
and Bates Numbers. We can identify “metadata” in the topmost message header 
and will enter those values into the To, From, Date and Subject fields in the 
database to enhance both searching and review.

 Near Duplicates are identified, as well and noted in the database. DISCO’s 
Near Duplicate analysis differs from traditional Near Duplicate identification in 
that reviewers may expand or contract the presented set of nearly duplicate 
documents. If a reviewer has exhausted all records in an ND set, they may 
lower the similarity threshold to bring more documents into the group. Similarly, 
reviewers may restrict the set of presented records in the ND set by raising the 
threshold. This is dynamic and does not require reprocessing to expand or 
contract ND sets. Mass tagging is available in this function, as well as an easy way 
for reviewers to return to the “starting document” in the ND group.

DISCO does not perform unassisted concept analysis at this time. However, as 
reviewers are working and assessing documents, DISCO’s AI function monitors 
document calls and performs Netflix-like tag recommendations. As more and 
more documents are tagged, the system is better able to predict tags appropriate 
for a record. Unlike some other assisted review practices, this does not require 
seed sets, training or validation rounds or any other type of analysis to be 
implemented. Additionally, queries may contain criteria to identify, for example, 
documents that have a “Highly LIkely” potential for tagging for a certain category 
of tag. This can accelerate review dramatically.

DISCO has developed a review methodology to leverage this function, which 
we employ in our Managed Review operation. This methodology allows our 
Managed Review projects to see review rates that are significantly faster than 
traditional review processes, with very low overturn rates.
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4.1.4.2 The system must provide predictive 
coding, advanced artificial intelligence 
(AI) and Technology Assisted Review (TAR) 
technologies including TAR 1.0 and TAR 
3.0.

DISCO AI (Artificial Intelligence), a proprietary tool within the platform, takes the 
idea of machine learning to a new level. Instead of complicated workflows or 
required seed set development, (associated with early versions of TAR), DISCO AI 
creates models of categories of your data by analyzing prior coding decisions. 
These listening posts monitor coding decisions and learn from them in order 
to suggest relevant content that is conceptually similar (as determined by 
complex algorithms and deep learning techniques). Instead of stabilization or 
a requirement that the system is instructed to learn from an iteration of review 
decisions, the system engages a process of Continuous Asynchronous Learning 
that allows learning to occur in close to real time.

DISCO AI does not require a specific workflow in order to produce actionable 
results. DISCO’s professional services team can help consult and implement 
various predictive workflows to ensure the client achieves a highly efficient and 
effective review. That said, our approach is simple and consulting is often not 
necessary. DISCO maintains legal and technology professionals with extensive 
experience in various TAR workflows (and respective technologies). Employees 
of DISCO prior to employment by DISCO have testified as to predictive analytics. 
DISCO to date has not provided expert testimony related to DISCO AI (and given 
the approach of DISCO AI, it is unlikely whether our workflows would ever be 
challenged in Court or need expert testimony to defend it). Should the need arise 
DISCO will provide full support to validate our approach and its results.

4.1.4.3 The system must provide Active 
Learning (story builder with continuous 
active learning analytics).

DISCO Artificial Intelligence (DISCO AI), a proprietary tool within the platform, takes 
the idea of machine learning to a new level. Instead of complicated workflows 
or required seed set development that is associated with early versions of TAR, 
DISCO AI creates virtual listening posts in the review environment. These listening 
posts monitor coding decisions and learn from them in order to suggest relevant 
content that is conceptually similar (as determined by complex algorithms and 
deep learning techniques). Instead of stabilization or a requirement that the 
system be instructed to learn from an iteration of review decisions, the system 
engages a process of Continuous Asynchronous (and Active) Learning that allows 
learning to occur in near real-time. For more information, please see the attached 
documents entitled “Tag Predictions” and “White Paper: Tag Predictions, How 
DISCO AI is Bringing Deep Learning to Legal Technology” and watch this short 
video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-blejgMZhM

DISCO AI does not require a specific workflow in order to produce results. DISCO’s 
professional services team can help consult and implement various predictive 
workflows to ensure your team achieves a highly efficient and effective review. 
DISCO maintains legal and technology professionals with extensive experience in 
various TAR workflows (and respective technologies).
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4.1.5 Security – eDiscovery System

4.1.5.1 The system must provide secure 
authorized access and have multi- factor 
authentication for each user to prevent 
unauthorized access.

Site access is specific to user account assignments at the review matter level. 
This is fully managed by the State of West Virginia administrator-level users.

User accounts assume feature and function access based on user-group 
permissions set by the site administrator.

DISCO supports two-factor authentication via email. This can be enabled for any 
user.

DISCO also supports SSO via SAML.

4.1.5.2 The systems must provide 
automatic session termination if no activity 
with a prescribed period of time.

A session is terminated after 2 hours of idle time.

4.1.5.3 The system must allow a client 
administrator to restrict security rights at 
the individual, group or role level.

User functionality is managed by Roles, which are created within DISCO 
and assigned to users as needed. Roles are fully customizable by the client 
administrator at an extremely granular level. Application features are able to be 
enabled or disabled by the creation of custom roles.

4.1.5.4 The system must provide a security 
level that allows system administrators 
to add new users to the system and edit 
existing user permissions.

DISCO’s product provides complete control by system administrators to add or 
remove user accounts at any time. Permissions are fully customizable by the 
client administrator at an extremely granular level.

4.1.5.5 The vendor must provide regular 
maintenance including new releases and 
updates.

Maintenance is automatically provided by DISCO and includes new releases and 
updates.

After extensive development, DISCO’s unique Law Review process, and product 
testing, DISCO releases new features within the product every two weeks.

DISCO’s design philosophy is driven by a profound respect for the law. This 
is demonstrated in weekly Law Review meetings, where design mocks are 
reviewed by a room of legal professionals. Seasoned attorneys, project 
managers, litigation support professionals, and technical experts analyze each 
phase of the development process to assure that every feature works intuitively.

When a feature is in development, no less than three iterations of review, from low 
resolution mocks to a working product, are set before the legal team for scrutiny. 
When problems or recommendations arise, the team continues to iterate until a 
solution is found. The guiding philosophy is this: quality and refinement are not to 
be compromised in favor of velocity.

The DISCO Law Review creates a product that feels intuitive to legal professionals. 
Quick onboarding and rapid feature adoption are all outcomes of this design 
diligence. Powered by The Law Review, DISCO creates features that solve the 
problems you experience. Things work as you would expect; the details beneath 
the surface allow for a powerful, yet easy-to-use interface.
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4.1.5.6 The system must provide at least 
256-bit encryption to the data when at 
rest and in transit.

All data is encrypted at rest and in transit. DISCO customers send data to us via 
secure FTP, HTTPS or on an encrypted hard drive. All ingested data is protected 
using SHA-256 key exchange, AES-256 encryption, and TLS, SSH, and SCP for 
transfers. Thus, customer data is protected both in transit and on disk at our 
US-based AWS DISCO data centers.

4.1.6 Production – eDiscovery System

4.1.6.1 The system must provide 
production of the ESI in a variety of formats 
including as searchable PDF, native or 
images and text with a load file.

DISCO’s Production feature set is flexible and configurable to support the most 
complex production format specifications. There are no additional charges for the 
creation or downloading of Productions. Native file exports are supported via the 
Productions area of the application. By default, native files are named according 
to the beginning Bates (BEGBATES) number of the production record.

Image export options include PDF, TIFF and/or JPG. When redactions are applied, 
all images are re-OCRed to remove redacted text from inadvertently being 
produced. Users can specify, based on file type, which records in a production 
should be produced in native format rather than image format. Branding is 
limited to image versions of documents. Branding options in DISCO include Bates 
branding, custom designation branding (i.e. Confidential) and redactions.

Production settings are saved to allow for one-click reuse.

4.1.6.2 The system must have a wizard-
driven production process.

DISCO offers a clean production interface that logically arranges production 
options from top to bottom. As admins move through the production screen they 
select which documents will be produced, what stamps will be applied along with 
output options such as type of images, load file contents, and custom slip sheets.

4.1.6.3 The system must have self-service 
production capabilities to allow the user 
to prepare and export from start to finish/
download.

DISCO has self-service production capabilities to allow the user to prepare and 
export from start to finish/download

4.1.6.4 The system must allow the user to 
view all productions for a single file in the 
review platform.

Production images are reloaded into the database and are viewable from the 
original record. If a document is produced multiple times each production image 
will be available in the viewer.
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4.1.7 Professional Services and Training – eDiscovery

4.1.7.1 The vendor must provide Agency 
individualized live training for up twenty 
agency users per session.

Unlike legacy platforms that require extensive training and certification to use, 
DISCO is designed to be intuitive and user-friendly. While DISCO needs much 
less training to get started, we feel that training is an essential part of a client’s 
successful implementation. Custom, individualized training is offered as part of 
this response.

To ensure our clients can use DISCO effectively, we offer a variety of training 
options all delivered by our Certified e-Discovery Specialist Training Group. 
These options include:

- Free on-demand live webinars - For example, we offer DISCO 101: Search and 
Review, a live one-hour training webinar for DISCO users, designed and delivered 
by a certified E-discovery trainer. This complimentary webinar will accelerate your 
understanding of DISCO and help you do your job more effectively. Other free live 
webinars include: DISCO Admin; Review Workflows; Data Ingest; and Advanced 
Data Handling.

- Free on-demand videos - DISCO has a series of advanced training videos that 
help you delve deeper into key functional areas of DISCO that best align with your 
role

- Free on-line Knowledge Base - is a comprehensive resource for product 
information. From getting started guides and FAQs to release notes.

- Personal training sessions - DISCO offers customized private training, tailored to 
your organization’s needs. Our team can deliver these training sessions in person 
or remotely.

4.1.7.1.1 The vendor must record live 
trainings and provide recorded training to 
the client at no additional cost.

At the State of West Virginia’s request, DISCO will record live trainings and provide 
recorded training to the client at no additional cost.

4.1.7.2 The vendor must provide reviewer 
training and client administrator/
organization administrator training.

DISCO will provide reviewer training and client administrator/organization 
administrator training.

4.1.7.3 The vendor must record live 
trainings and provide recorded training 
to the client at no additional cost.

At your request, DISCO will record live trainings and provide recorded training 
to the client at no additional cost.

4.1.7.4 The system must provide access 
to a knowledge base or help center, 
technical documentation, and online 
support resources.

The State of West Virginia can access DISCO’s full library of training materials and 
knowledge base to gain valuable insights and answers to all technical questions.
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4.1.7.5 The vendor must provide support 
services for the initial setup and 
configuration.

DISCO’s implementation team provides end-to-end consulting services for 
optimizing the rollout of DISCO -- whether you are transitioning from another 
e-Discovery platform, establishing an organization-wide e-Discovery program for 
the first time, or expanding your DISCO footprint. DISCO’s implementation team can 
provide as much or as little guidance as needed, from taking the lead on a full-firm 
rollout to providing ad-hoc consulting.

DISCO completes each implementation by providing tailored workflows and 
playbooks (for e.g. ECA, review, migration, matter management) which lays out 
best practices to enable you to get the most out of DISCO in a way that makes 
sense across your organization.

4.1.7.6 The vendor must provide support 
services for the duration of the contract 
for ongoing maintenance.

DISCO will provide support services for the duration of the contract for ongoing 
maintenance.

4.1.7.7 The vendor must offer client 
services support including project 
management and technical support 
services.

Data Services & Technical Support: DISCO’s data services team is available 
24/7/365 by phone, email or secure chat through our support website for all 
product users. On average, DISCO Support responds to tickets in less than 20 
minutes and the average time to resolve tickets is less than 2 hours.

Project Management (Consulting, Hosting, Search and Review, Production): 
Project managers assigned to your account will be available during normal 
business hours within his or her respective time zone (8:00 am to 6:00 pm, 
Monday through Friday). However, all project managers are considered “on-call” 
on an as-needed basis. The State of West Virginia will be provided with all 
necessary contact information for their dedicated support team to ensure 
consistent project management regardless of time. Additional escalation 
resources are provided for purposes of redundancy in situations when project 
managers may be unreachable.

Client Success Manager: A dedicated client success manager will be assigned 
to the State of West Virginia account. He or she will be available during normal 
business hours, Monday through Friday and available for escalations as needed. 
Your client success manager is available as a non-billable resource to assist 
you with feature requests, escalations and driving overall success with the use 
of DISCO.

4.1.7.8 Project Management – eDiscovery

4.1.7.8.1 Vendor must have the ability to 
participate in ad-hoc meetings to address 
an issue or concern.

From case kickoff to close out, our team of project managers is prepared to plan, 
set up, and manage your case based on your custom requirements. Made up 
of former practicing attorneys and expert consultants from leading e-Discovery 
service companies, our team of project managers has the experience and 
knowledge needed to handle your most complex cases. Whether tasked with 
project planning, setting milestones, applying best practices, providing one-on-
one personal training, implementing artificial intelligence workflows, consulting 
with our in-house data services and forensic personnel, or overseeing a managed 
review project, our team is prepared to run your project from start to finish.
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4.1.7.8.2 Vendor must have the ability to 
provide consulting services for any activity 
client will undertake with a 3rd party 
vendor (e.g., data collection).

DISCO staffs each client engagement based on the requirements of our clients’ 
enterprise and matter-specific goals. With a heavy focus on client success, team 
members from across the organization will play key roles with the State of West 
Virginia. With a high percentage of veteran attorneys holding leadership and 
professional services positions, DISCO is uniquely qualified to understand the 
needs of our clients. With this strength, we provide industry leading consulting 
and services beyond those found at a typical litigation support vendor.

4.1.7.8.3 Vendor must have the ability to 
define, create, and deliver custom reports 
for client.

Users can create custom reports from within the DISCO platform. Additionally, your 
DISCO Project Management team can create custom reports.

4.1.7.8.4 Vendor must have the ability to 
work with client on custom requests, 
custom reports, etc.

Custom reports can be created by our Project Management team as requested.

4.1.7.9 Technical Support – eDiscovery

4.1.7.9.1 Vendor must have the ability to 
provide User Administration

DISCO has the ability to provide User Administration. User functionality is 
managed by Roles, which are created within DISCO and assigned to users as 
needed. Roles are fully customizable by the client administrator at an extremely 
granular level. Application features are able to be enabled or disabled by the 
creation of custom roles.

4.1.7.9.2 Vendor must have the ability to 
provide Early Case Assessment, Review, 
or Production Support

DISCO provides Early Case Assessment, Review, and Production Support.

4.1.7.9.3 Vendor must have the ability to 
provide System Configuration

DISCO provides System Configuration.
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4.1.7.9.4 Vendor must have the ability to 
provide Search Creations

DISCO offers simple, guided search methods and tools that require little, if any, 
training to gain proficiency, but our Project Management team is always there to 
assist! Search tools include:

Search Visualization - Users can leverage Search Visualization to visually assess, 
interact and filter on a variety of key objectives (ie. system and file attributes) and 
subjective (ie. work product) metadata fields or document tags. It is the perfect 
feature to evaluate large initial data sets, whether your own data or an inbound 
production, to identify patterns and trends (or the absence of, which often 
provides greater value).

Search Filters - Users can leverage Search Filters which are powerful, dynamic 
filters for key objective (ie. system and file attributes) and subjective (ie. work 
product) metadata fields or document tags. As search parameters or filters are 
applied to the data set, the values and counts for Search Filters are dynamically 
updated. Users can stack multiple levels of Search Filters and easily apply search 
terms on the filtered dataset.

Search Builder - The interactive Search Builder helps you create complex search 
queries without an in-depth understanding of DISCO’s search syntax. Search 
Builder allows users to select from both objective (ie. system and file attributes) 
and subjective (ie. work product) metadata fields. With each field selection, DISCO 
provides field descriptions and syntax suggestions. Furthermore, all searches 
are run in the background and a preview of your search results provided prior to 
running the search.

Search Term Reporting - DISCO users can easily add or import lists of terms and 
apply those across the document corpus or on a subset of the documents. For 
each term entered, DISCO calculates the unique document hits as well as unique 
family hits. With a single click, users can download a report containing the hit 
count calculations in PDF or Excel format which can be easily shared with users 
outside the application. At any time, users can use result hyperlinks to search for 
all or select terms.
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4.1.7.9.5 Vendor must have the ability to 
provide Batch Creations

DISCO provides best-in-class workflow tools for managing large, complex cases, 
including review stages with automated routing, just-in-time batching, custom 
coding panels and rules, custom views, statistical QC, and real time reviewer 
metrics.

Review stages can be created by an administrator from a search or a folder. 
Additionally, stages can be configured to include all documents in the search, 
those documents plus attachments or entire conversations, of which one member 
hits on search criteria that deems it appropriate for review. If desired, DISCO 
can automatically create batches that present “Inclusive Email” messages only 
and any attachments found in the thread. This typically reduces the reviewable 
population by between 15 and 25%.

Batches are created on the fly rather than ahead of time. This allows newly added 
data to be easily prioritized for review without having to go batch and remove 
existing batches and re-batch or having an extensive number of batches built 
and requiring reviewers to do a search for the correct batch. As an example, if a 
priority custodian is identified and data is rolling into the database on an ongoing 
basis, the batch structures can be set to prioritize documents for one custodian 
over another. This ensures that documents for the priority custodian are batched 
and checked out first. If all documents for the priority custodian are in review, 
the next batch generated will pull from the next custodian on the priority list. 
Since batches are created on the fly, there is no tracking for specific batches, 
but documents may be queried for review status and selected for quality control 
using DISCO’s built-in QC module.

To ensure the completeness of review and the consistency of review, DISCO 
includes a statistical QC process that will help teams analyze current productivity 
rates, forecast completion dates, show typical selection rates for individual tags, 
identify outlier reviewers whose tag application rates differ from other reviewers, 
as well as an analysis of whether QC’d documents are being incorrectly tagged or 
the correct tag is being missed. This QC process can be undertaken shortly after 
review begins as a way to perform process improvement early in the case.

4.1.7.9.6 Vendor must have the ability to 
provide View Creations

Users are able to create custom views using metadata and work product columns 
to facilitate their review tasks. Custom Views may be shared with case team 
members.
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4.1.7.9.7 Vendor must have the ability to 
provide request technical assistance/
leverage support services for tasks 
agency has the ability to perform.

Use DISCO’s professional services team as an extension of your own team to 
provide advice and assistance at all phases from initial receipt of documents to 
discovery disputes to depositions and motions to case selection, trial, settlement, 
and administration. Telephone, email support, and the online DISCO help center 
with videos showing you how to do all common tasks is available through 
DISCO technical support, and personalized training is available through DISCO 
professional services.

Technical Support: For immediate help with technical issues call, email, or live 
chat with our support team 24/7, every day of the year. If you prefer to find 
answers on your own, you can access our full library of training materials and 
knowledge base to gain valuable insights and answers to all your technical 
questions.

Project Management: From case kick off to close out, our team of project 
managers is prepared to plan, set up, and manage your case based on your 
custom requirements. Made up of former practicing attorneys and expert 
consultants from leading ediscovery service companies, our team of project 
managers has the experience and knowledge needed to handle your most 
complex cases. Whether tasked with project planning, setting milestones, 
applying best practices, providing one-on-one personal training, implementing 
artificial intelligence workflows, consulting with our in-house data services 
and forensic personnel, or overseeing a managed review project, our team is 
prepared to run your project from start to finish.

Data Services: Data handling, management, and processing are our core 
strengths. Whether your case requires data collection, complex data migration, 
data culling, dealing with uncommon, unique, or new data types, or the creation 
of custom scripts and multifaceted reporting, DISCO’s data services team has the 
expertise to fix any data-related issues. Whether you send the data directly to 
us, or whether our team remotely accesses your data storage systems to deal 
with your structured or unstructured data, we offer repeatable and defensible 
processes, so spoliation is never an issue.

DISCO Managed Review: DISCO’s managed review offering has fundamentally 
changed traditional review by leveraging AI to find relevant documents faster, 
increase review speeds, and build better, more accurate quality control protocols. 
The result is a solution that delivers reviews 60% faster than the industry average, 
with high accuracy, that consistently concludes under budget for the client. Also 
by dealing with a single-source provider, you sign one contract, receive one 
invoice, and interact with one point of contact for your project — DISCO handles 
the rest.

DISCO Forensic Services: DISCO offers a complete suite of forensic services, 
which includes forensic preservation, collection, analysis, and consultation, 
all performed by experienced Certified Forensic Examiners using defensible 
processes and methods. Collected data can be loaded directly into your DISCO 
review platform or culled in advance. All data transfers are encrypted to ensure 
data integrity. In addition to preserving data integrity, using DISCO as a single 
provider for forensic services and discovery removes unnecessary delays, 
allowing you to start reviewing documents quickly.
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4.1.8 Support - eDiscovery

4.1.8.1 Support by telephone, online, 
in-app, and email 24 hours-a-day, 7 
days-a-week, 365 days-a-year for 
troubleshooting technical issues

DISCO’s data services team is available 24/7/365. Product users have options by 
phone, email and secure chat through our support website. Support will answer 
users’ questions and provide basic guidance on product usage, triage issues, and 
help troubleshoot technical problems.

4.1.8.2 A response time of a minimum of 1 
day to request for technical support.

On average, DISCO Support responds to tickets in less than 20 minutes and the 
average time to resolve tickets is less than 2 hours. DISCO Support is provided at 
no additional charge.

In addition, DISCO will assign dedicated Project Manager(s) for each matter to 
provide workflow consulting and customized training. DISCO operates with an 
internal goal of responding to all support requests within 30 minutes.

4.1.8.3Access to knowledgebase, 
technical documentation, and online 
support resources.

DISCO maintains an extensive online Knowledge Base at: https://support.csdisco.
com/hc/en-us/categories/200306820-KNOWLEDGE-BASE

4.1.9 Billing - eDiscovery

4.1.9.1 Vendor will round up to the nearest 
next whole gigabyte (GB) for billing and 
auditing purposes. (Example 1.2GB will be 
billed at 2.0 GB)

Although this is a manual process, DISCO agrees to do this for the State of West 
Virginia.

4.1.9.2 Vendor will invoice monthly and will 
bill at the maximum gigabyte (GB) capacity 
used by the state.

This billing model is available.

4.1.9.3 Vendor’s proposed solution must 
provide billing capabilities designed to 
simplify the procedures of a chargeback 
model, as well as provide a holistic view of 
service. The state desires the billing detail 
to include but not be limited to billing 
by agency, consumption usage by each 
agency.

This is available. Invoicing breaks out each matter by size for bill-back purposes 
and custom information may be provided.

4.1.10 Software as a Service Addendum

4.1.10.1 Vendor must sign the attached 
Software as a Service Addendum prior to 
award.

DISCO is prepared to work with the State of West Virginia to sign the SaaS 
Addendum prior to award.
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4.1.11 Optional Renewals

4.1.11.1 Vendor will include in their bid the 
cost of optional Annual renewals for 
years 2, 3, and 4. These optional Annual 
renewals will be initiated on Agency 
request authorized under the authority of 
the Purchasing Division.

Provided in Exhibit A – Pricing Page
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